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. Punctuando ( and One) direct link punctures. A puncture which is one of those made by a car or railway truck . For a puncture is a deep hole in the skin, caused by a prick from a thorn or a nail. For a serious puncture is a hole big enough to drink through and sometimes to put in an ear. . This page lists some punctures from species (and sometimes genera) of animals. This list is incomplete: if you know more punctures of particular species
or genera, please send them to me and I will update this list. . Thanks to Adam Goins for help with creating the logo and link. Thanks to Maison du Foy for help with translations, and to Marius Tatu for help with non-English versions. Thanks to Simon Whitaker for providing images from the webpage mentioned in the source. . Click on the "image" links to see the pictures of the punctures. Some pictures are taken by me, but most are taken
by other people, and some are webcomics, some are animal's organs, and some are toys. If you think some pictures are not suitable for this list, please send them to me and I will delete them, and if you have taken those pictures, you can add those pictures to the list and I will give you a link to your website. . Click here to show list of animal's punctures. . It's important to understand the difference between punctures that are caused by human,
animal and other sources. . Although such a comparison is difficult, sometimes you can use the consequences of punctures to make a better understanding of a species, for example of the envenomation, or the ways how the venom can reach a nerve (the path of a toxin). . What is a puncture? A puncture is a tiny (micro) hole in the skin. A puncture might be caused by a human, an animal or anything else. It can be an infected wound from a
thorn, a needle or a filet that might cause an abscess. It can be an allergic reaction to a poison in a plant, or to a sting of an insect. A puncture can also be a natural hole that allows a fluid to come out of a body (puncture) or a tiny hole for a small object to go into a
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